Living Intent Yurt Company
Install Instructions
A How-To Guide to Success

Note: Not all components and processes will be exactly as shown. For example; will your yurt be lime
green in color? Probably not. Will your flooring be incomplete at the door? We hope not. Will you wear
shirts as you install your yurt? That is entirely up to you. Pay no mind to these minor details, and don’t
hesitate to contact us with any further questions!

Door Preparation, Positioning, and Install
a. Prepare Bender-board
i. Temporarily align door in desired position
ii. Scribe bender-board 2” beyond outer edges of threshold
iii. Set door aside
iv. Use speedsquare and skillsaw to remove this material
v. Re-fasten bender-board to plywood subfloor
b. Prepare Flooring
i. Scribe 56” facet on flooring material at desired outer limit of
threshold (scribe line ends 2” shy of benderboard)
ii. Use skillsaw to remove flooring 1/16” shy of scribe line
c. Position and Fasten Door
i. Center door within in desired location
ii. There should be 2” on either side between the threshold and the
bender-board, and 1/16” of threshold overhang over flooring
iii. Fasten door to floor using (2) 3” screws on each side of threshold

Fig. 1: Benderboard has been cut to size (2” shy
of either side of door frame) and refastened to the
plywood subfloor while Alex throws something
suspiciously in the background.
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Fig. 2: 56” flooring facet has been removed and
door frame is being fastened to the floor
(overhanging flooring by 1/16”) by Caleb.
Note: It is advisable to work more ergonomically
than Caleb, to avoid work-related injury.
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Lattice Wall Expansion
a. Expand Lattice to Platform Perimeter
i. Stand lattice upright at edge of platform, opposite the door.

Note: There is no up or down for the lattice wall, just inside and outside.
The flush sides of rivets should face inside.

ii. Lift and push lattice towards the platform perimeter.

Note: This step is ideally performed with multiple people, as to not
scratch the flooring.

iii. Set the door sticker aside. Loosely fasten lattice to the faceplates
of the door frame using washers and wingnuts.

Fig. 3: C
 ontracted lattice is first erected at the far
end of yurt platform by Alex and Caleb together.
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Fig. 4: C
 aleb lifts and and expands of lattice wall
along perimeter of platform and toward door
frame.
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Fig. 5: C
 aleb removes the door sticker.

Fig. 7: C
 aleb measures the lattice wall height.
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Fig. 6: C
 aleb and Alex fasten the lattice to
the door frame.

Fig. 8: N
 ot quite! Allowable tolerance is ½”.
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Tension Cable
a. Begin with one End of the Tension Cable above the Door
b. Run Tension Cable Between each Lattice Crotch
c. Fasten Oval Carabiner above the Door Header

Fig. 9: C
 aleb begins the tension cable install
above the door.

Fig. 10: Caleb runs tension cable through each
lattice crotch around upper circumference of wall.

Ring Raising and Rafter Install
a. Compression Ring Raising
i.
Position the compression ring at the center of the yurt
ii.
Insert two rafters into the ring, with two empty spaces in between
them, such that they are straddling the doorframe
iii. Notch the opposite ends of those rafters onto tension cable,
within the lattice V’s directly adjacent to either side of the door
iv.
Insert a third rafter into the side of the ring opposite the door
v.
Set up a ladder in the center of the yurt
vi.
Raise the ring using that third rafter, while a second person
climbs up the ladder and assists by lifting the ring
vii.
Notch the third rafter as the ring is supported by the person on
the ladder
b. Rafter Installation
i.
Standing on the ladder, use one hand to help support the ring,
and the other to guide the rest of the rafters into their mortises
ii.
On the ground, using the door-adjacent rafters as reference,
notch each rafter onto the tension cable at every other lattice V
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Note: To more quickly make the ring self-supported, first notch every
fourth rafter, filling in the gaps once the person standing on the ladder is
no longer supporting the ring.

By counting every other V from the first (door-adjacent) rafters,
check to make sure that every rafter (especially the
door-opposite one) is notched within its correct lattice V
c. Fine Tuning of the Frame
i.
Check the ring for levelness. If it is not level in any aspect, apply
pressure from above, adjust the lattice wall, or both
ii.
By tapping with the side of a fist, center each rafter within its
lattice V
iii. Carefully eyeball the two rafters that are located above the door
such that they are centered and their spacing is uniform
iv.
Level the door such that it is plumb
v.
Fasten L brackets from the header to the two rafters above the
door such that the rafters hold this plumb position exactly
iii.

Fig. 11: Placement of the first two rafters, directly
adjacent to the door.

Fig. 12: C
 aleb uses the third rafter (inserted into a
slot directly opposite door) to raise the
compression ring.

Fig. 13 (left): N
 otch each rafter by first
counting off every other lattice V’s for
each ring mortise, starting adjacent the
door. Then, feed the mitred end of the
rafter into the correct lattice V, belowe the
tension cable. Then, lift and insert the
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tenoned end of the rafter into the ring.
Finish by notching the mitred end onto
the tension cable.

Roof Covering, Insulation, and Cone
a. White Fabric Covering
i.
Standing on a ladder, pull covering up through the ring
ii.
Making sure the seam side is facing up and seams are
symmetrical with the door, shuffle the covering such that it
uniformly overhangs the rafters on all sides

iii.

Note: First locate yourself within the ring cutout, and then shuffle and
adjust the covering with the help of another.
Note: It may be helpful to use a door sticker as an arm-extender, to
maneuver and shuffle the covering while standing in the ring.

If windy, use clamps to secure roof covering to the lattice wall
while adjusting
iv.
Once fabric covering is centered and the overhang is uniform,
fasten using a single staple on the top side of every other rafter
b. Bubblewrap Roof Insulation
i.
Standing on a ladder, pull the roof insulation up through the ring
ii.
Locate one straight edge roughly along a rafter, and roll the rest
of the insulation out in a circle
iii. Matching up the straight edges (with ~1’ overlap) shuffle the
insulation such that it has a uniform overhang
iv.
If windy, clamps may be helpful for slight adjustments
v.
Once insulation is positioned correctly (with uniform overhang
and 1’ overlap) pull tight and staple the overlap to the rafter
below
vi.
Seal the overlap with packing tape
vii.
Locate one person on the central ladder and another on a ladder
outside the yurt at the lower end of the overlap
viii. In the center, peel ~8’ of tape, and (without letting it stick to itself)
slide the roll down to the second person
ix.
As a team, lay the tape down flat to create an ample and uniform
seal. This may take two passes
Note: it may be helpful to use a door sticker to press down the tape, as
arms are not likely to reach.
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Roof Cone
a. Roof Cone Positioning
i.
Pull the cone up through the ring and onto the roof
i.
ii.

iii.

Note: The roof cone is heavy. This will take one person pulling from the
central ladder, and one person lifting below them.

From the central ladder, locate the door opening and position the
cone with this point as reference
Much like with the fabric and insulation coverings, shuffle the
roof cone into proper positioning using door stickers and help
from a secondary ladder below
The cone should overhang uniformly and be centered on the
doorframe

Wall Insulation – Initial Install
a. Unroll wall insulation bundle within the yurt
b. One at a time roll and feed each piece of insulation through the lattice to
a secondary person outside the yurt
c. The secondary person will receive the rolled piece of insulation and unroll
it (fabric side in) against the lattice wall
d. The primary person will secure the insulation to the tension cable using
zip ties. Only zip-tie every other o
 r every third grommet
e. Beginning with a small overlap on one side of the door frame, the order of
insulation panels will go as follows:
Small windowless – window – large windowless – window – small windowless
Note: This is only preliminary fastening of the insulation; once the wall covering is
on, final adjustment to the insulation will follow.

f. Each piece of insulation should overlap with the next approximately 8”
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Fig. 14: T
 he first piece of wall insulation is
secured behind the faceplate by an unknown
hand.

Fig. 15: U
 nknown hand demonstrates healthy inso
overlap of about 8”. Also, note zip-tie connection.

Wall Covering
a. Fasten Covering to Faceplate
i.
Slide door sticker into tube at loose end of wall covering
ii.
Loosen wingnuts on faceplate and insert door sticker as far as
possible in between faceplate and lattice
iii. Fasten using (3) 1 1/8” torque screws
b. Unroll Covering and Attach J-Hooks
i.
With one person on a ladder, and another supporting the roll of
covering from the ground, unroll and attach J-Hooks one at a
time to the white rope found under the roof valence
ii.
Make sure to pull the covering taught before attaching every
hook
c. Secure Covering Behind Second Faceplate
i.
Once the entire covering is unrolled, slice excess covering 8”
proud of the second faceplate
ii.
Roll the second door sticker within this 8” excess, such that it will
just reach behind the faceplate. Staple to secure
iii. Pull tension on the covering and slide the rolled-up door sticker
behind the faceplate. Secure with (3) 1 1/8” torque screws
d. Finalize Insulation Placement
i.
Using the covering as a guide, shuffle insulation panels such that
the windows line up with the covering
ii.
Secure all gromets with zip ties. Snip loose ends
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Fig. 16: C
 aleb secures wall covering between
faceplate and lattice while pulling toward door
frame. Note clean tuck around the threshold.

Fig. 17: A
 lex supports and unrolls while Caleb
fastens door sticker inside.

Fig. 18: C
 aleb demonstrates proper
wall-hanging...

Fig. 19: a
 nd sketchy ladder placement, while Alex
looks cute.

Fig. 20-22 (above): Caleb cuts the covering 2” proud of the
second faceplate (with precision accuracy). He then rolls the
second door sticker within that flap (as instructed by Alex),
and staples the covering to said sticker.
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Fig. 23 (right): C
 aleb gives the door sticker a mighty pull towards its home (between the faceplate and
lattice) with help from Alex outside. He then fastens it to the faceplate using torque screws (with healthy
tuck around the threshold, as done before, not pictured here).

Final Details

a. Secure Covering to Benderboard
i.
Beginning on one side of the doorframe, pull the covering
downward and in whichever direction minimizes wrinkles
ii.
Secure to benderboard using 1” finish screws every ~3’
b. Snap Roof Cone onto Doorframe
i.
Screw (2) male snaps directly under female snaps attached to
roof cone mini-valence
ii.
Snap roof cone onto doorframe
c. Pull Roof Cone Tight
i.
Under the roof cone valence, there will be a white rope visible at
the location of every heat-weld
ii.
Working your way around the roof cone, pull this rope tight and
tie a knot with the excess as to cinch it around the wall

Note: Be careful to pull straight out of the gromet, instead of down. This
will prevent the gromets from ripping out of the valence.
Note: If there is not enough rope to tie a knot with, cinch it closed with a
zip tie. Snip the end with scissors.

d. Apply and Secure Dome
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Fig. 23: T
 ime to high-five your friends and crack a couple cold beverages of choice.
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